
Final Report for the Financial Times Internship 

This summer I have been interning at the Financial Times. The Financial Times is a 

British newspaper founded in January 1888, it focuses on business and economics news. 

Unfortunately, this newspaper is not as known in the Americas, which is one of their main 

challenges. During my time as an intern I have been working with the B2B team in Latin 

America, their main mission is to venture into the Latin American market. As an intern some 

of my daily tasks are; create The Weekly Spanish Newsletter for 1000+ members of the FT 

Spanish, support B2B Marketing team in delivering digital campaigns using Marketo, use 

Salesforce to monitor and track campaign activities and performance, Support logistics of 

events for 200 executives, develop Spanish pitches for different Latin American sectors in 

order to increase subscriptions and revenue, between others.  Working as in intern have help to 

introspective analyze myself and see the areas where I need improvement. Even though this 

internship is meant to gain credit for a class, I really think the experiences gained will always 

be an attribute in my professional future. 

One of the communication task I accomplished during the first month of my internship 

was being in charge of an email campaign, for the education sector in Latin-America. 

CLADEA is an organization based in Colombia, and their mission is to unify and improve the 

Latin America business higher education, over 230 institution from all over the Americas are 

affiliated with this organization. The Financial Times and CLADEA have an agreement, where 

universities affiliated will get a special rate and several price benefits. My task was to pitch 

new universities via email and tell them about the agreement and the special rates. I wrote, edit 

and created this email campaign using Marketo, a platform used to create and design massive 

emails and lists. After I created the email and receive responses of members interested in the 

subscription, the next step was to reach out to them thru a phone calls and give them more 

details about the subscription, at the beginning I felt out of my comfort zone because I was 



afraid of silent moments, unable to answer questions or just do not know what to say. 

Thankfully, one of the sales managers have helped me and gave me tips of the telephone 

etiquette. After I reached out to the prospective sales, I have to connect them with one the sales 

managers to close the deal. On this task I consider myself a liaison, since I am in the middle of 

the sales process.  

When I was taking Communication for Executive (COM 3102), a class at Baruch 

college we studied persuasive speeches. A persuasive speech is a specific type of speech in 

which the speaker has a goal of convincing the audience to accept his or her point of view.  I 

believe I used some of the tactics of persuasive speech in my internship. Since this internship 

is focus on sales, persuasion is always on the table. Be able clearly expose a product and 

convince someone to get them is part of the persuasion tactics.   

This internship exceeded my expectations. Since this internship was unpaid, I was 

expecting less work related to the public and more research. Even though I do a lot of research,  

I also do many tasks related to the public and prospective subscribers. Many of my work the 

public sees it such as; managing the Spanish content website, write emails and creating the 

weekly newsletter.  Aside from the work, the team that I am working with is very nice and 

always open to questions. They make me feel welcomed and that I am actually an asset for the 

team. When I first started, I was not expecting people to be so relax and enthusiastic.   

When I applied to this job, I did have a knowledge of the Financial Times, since my 

father is a big fan of this newspaper. I myself never read it, and did not know about their 

syndications, Spanish newspaper and the cost of the subscriptions, until I accepted the offer. I 

began to research about this newspaper, first by going to the FT website and reading articles of 

them. Also, I read reviews about the newspapers and outside articles related to the newspaper. 



With this experience I learned that one of my weaknesses is my shyness and that I do 

not like to start conversation, which it could be a downside when you are trying to network and 

get to know your team. One day there was a human resources activity with the interns and new 

employees, I did not start any conversation, and they started the conversation first.  I think that 

one of my strengths is that I try to be very attentive when someone is explaining something, 

and when I do not  know the answer to something, I first try to figure out myself and if I cannot 

I will not be afraid to ask for help and direction. When I first have to make the Spanish 

Newsletter, my superior explained me and I took notes of every step. The next week I did it 

myself and asked her for the things I could not figure it out.  

  I consider my internship at the Financial Times not only a professional experience, but 

a life experience. They taught me that they are not right and wrong as long as you get to the 

goal. Also, how to be a team player and the importance of support within the team and how 

sometimes be of your comfort zone is uncomfortable but at the end will bring good things.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Appendix  

 I manage the content of the Financial Times in Spanish, they translate 3 articles 

every week from the English version. I check that the articles are correctly 

translated and if there is a mistake I correct it. 

http://discover.ft.com/espanol?mhq5j=e2 

 

  

 

o This is the Spanish Newsletter that I create and send to Latin America 

subscribers 
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